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Abstract
Cache-aided coded multicast leverages side information at wireless edge caches to efficiently serve multiple
unicast demands via common multicast transmissions, leading to load reductions that are proportional to the
aggregate cache size. However, the increasingly dynamic, unpredictable, and personalized nature of the content
that users consume challenges the efficiency of existing caching-based solutions in which only exact content
reuse is explored. This paper generalizes the cache-aided coded multicast problem to specifically account for
the correlation among content files, such as, for example, the one between updated versions of dynamic data. It
is shown that (i) caching content pieces based on their correlation with the rest of the library, and (ii) jointly
compressing requested files using cached information as references during delivery, can provide load reductions
that go beyond those achieved with existing schemes. This is accomplished via the design of a class of correlation-
aware achievable schemes, shown to significantly outperform state-of-the-art correlation-unaware solutions. Our
results show that as we move towards real-time and/or personalized media dominated services, where exact cache
hits are almost non-existent but updates can exhibit high levels of correlation, network cached information can
still be useful as references for network compression.
Index Terms
Coded Caching, Coded Multicasting, Correlated Library, Dynamic Data, Network Coding, Index Coding,
Network Compression, Content Distribution
I. INTRODUCTION
Proper distribution of popular content across wireless edge caches is emerging as a promising approach
to address the exponentially growing traffic in current wireless networks. Recent studies have shown
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2that, in a cache-aided network, exploiting globally cached information in order to multicast coded
messages that are useful to a large number of receivers exhibits overall network load reductions that are
proportional to the aggregate cache capacity. The fundamental rate-memory trade-off for a broadcast
caching network in a variety of settings that includes worst-case demands, random demands, multiple
per-user requests, heterogeneous channel conditions, and finite packetization, has been characterized in
[1]–[9]. While these results are promising, most existing studies treat the network content as independent
pieces of information, and do not account for the additional gains that can be obtained from the joint
compression of correlated content distributed throughout the network. Exploiting content correlation
becomes particularly critical as we move from static content distribution towards real-time delivery
of rapidly changing (and aging), but highly correlated, personalized data (as in news updates, social
networks, remote sensing, augmented reality, etc.) in which exact content reuse is almost non-existent
[10], [11].
In this paper, we investigate how content correlations can be explored in order to improve the
performance of cache-aided networks. We consider a network setup similar to [1]–[9], but assume
that the files in the library are generated according a joint distribution and are therefore correlated.
Such correlations are especially relevant among content files of the same category, such as episodes
of a TV show or same-sport recordings, which, even if personalized, may share common backgrounds
and scene objects. In addition, such correlations are also fundamental in modeling dynamic data, where
information exhibits rapid aging (i.e., loses relevance), and requires timely updates. This calls for new
strategies that are able to efficiently exploit the correlation between multiple versions of dynamic data
in order to enable both compressed delivery, as well as efficient updating of cached references.
As in existing literature on cache-aided networks, we assume that the network operates in two phases:
a caching (or placement) phase taking place at network setup followed by a delivery phase where the
network is used repeatedly in order to satisfy receiver demands. The design of the caching and delivery
phases forms what is referred to as a caching scheme. During the caching phase, caches are filled with
content from the library according to a properly designed caching distribution. During the delivery
phase, the sender compresses the set of requested files into a multicast codeword by computing an
index code [12], [13]. The goal of this paper is to investigate the additional gains that can be obtained
when accounting for the correlations that may exist among static files as well as multiple versions of
dynamic data, when designing both caching and delivery phases.
3A. Related Work
There are only a few works that study the cache-aided broadcast network for a library composed of
correlated files [14]–[20]. The works in [14]–[17] analyze the rate-memory trade-off in the correlated
setting via information theoretic approaches. Timo et. al. [14] provide rate-memory-distortion trade-
offs for a lossy reconstruction setting with two receivers, multiple files, and a single cache, for which
local caching gains are exploited. The authors determine the information common to all sources to be
the most useful content to be placed in the cache. In order to capitalize on the global caching gains
arising from multiple caches in the network, the rate-memory trade-off under lossless reconstruction
for the two-receiver, two-cache, two-file network was studied in [15], and extended to multiple files
and multiple receivers in [16], [17]. In these papers, an achievable two-step scheme is proposed to
exploit the correlation by jointly compressing the library files prior to the caching phase based on the
Gray-Wyner network [21], and then treating the compressed content as independent files. It is shown
that this strategy is optimal for a large memory regime, while the gap to optimality is quantified for
other memory values. However, the exponential complexity of Gray-Wyner source coding makes the
overall characterization with large number of files difficult. The work in [18] addresses this complexity
by proposing an achievable scheme that takes on a more practical approach to finding the information
common to a set of files. To this end, the library files are grouped into sets of correlated files, and each
file is compressed with respect to the file in its group that leads to the highest compression. In [19],
the authors propose a caching scheme for arbitrary number of files and receivers, where the library has
a special correlation structure, i.e., each library file is composed of multiple independent subfiles that
are common among a fix set of files in the library. They numerically compare the performance of their
scheme with a lower bound on the worst-case rate-memory trade-off.
Even though jointly compressing the library before the caching phase, as in [14]–[19], is a natural
solution to reducing the load on the shared link, this approach is mainly suitable for a library with static
content, losing robustness and leading to significant performance degradation when content is highly
dynamic. For example, if the library is updated and a new file is added, all files need to be jointly
re-compressed and the content cached across the entire network needs to be updated based on the new
compressed versions. On the other hand, schemes that are not based on a-priori library compression
may only require updating a portion of the network cached content, which is especially critical for the
delivery of dynamic data in next generation services.
4B. Contributions
Motivated by the increasing dynamic and personalized nature of next generation content services,
in this paper we consider the problem of efficient caching and delivery of correlated content in a
general setting with multiple receivers and files and arbitrary joint file distribution. Our goal is to
design a practical scheme that is robust to the variations inherent to the delivery of real-time services
over wireless networks. To this end, we propose an achievable scheme that stores individually (rather
than jointly) compressed content pieces during the caching phase, which then serve as references for
compression during the delivery phase, resulting in an efficient scheme that is robust to dynamic changes
in the content library. Compared with previously proposed schemes [14]–[19], where correlation-aware
compression takes place before the caching phase, our scheme provides on-demand compression during
the delivery phase and hence is able to adapt to system variations while continuing to exploit available
content correlations. This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of the proposed scheme, for which
preliminary results were presented in [20].
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We formulate the problem of efficient delivery of dynamic and correlated sources over a broadcast
caching network via information-theoretic tools.
• We propose a correlation-aware scheme that consists of (i) storing individually compressed content
pieces based on their popularity as well as on their correlation with the rest of the library in
the caching phase, and (ii) sending compressed versions of the requested files according to the
information distributed throughout the network and their joint statistics during the delivery phase.
By using an individually compressed caching phase, and providing on-demand compression during
the delivery phase, our scheme is robust to changes in the content library, particularly relevant in
next generation dynamic content services.
• We analyze the performance of our proposed correlation-aware scheme for two settings: i) a static
setting, in which we assume that the same (correlated) content library is used during both the
caching and delivery phases, and ii) a dynamic setting, in which an updated version of the content
library may become available during the delivery phase.
• We characterize an upper bound on the expected rate of the proposed correlation-aware scheme in
a network with arbitrary number of files and receivers, and numerically compare the achievable rate
with that of existing correlation-unaware schemes, which confirm the additional available gains,
especially for small memory sizes. In addition, for the special case of the two-file two-receiver
network considered in [15], [17], we present a scheme based on a more structured cache placement
that achieves a rate within half of the mutual information of the two files for all cache sizes.
5C. Paper Organization
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II presents the information-theoretic problem formulation.
Sec. III provides a detailed description of the proposed achievable scheme. We upper bound the expected
rate-memory trade-off of the proposed scheme with randomized and deterministic cache placements in
Secs. IV and V, respectively. The performance of the scheme is numerically validated in Sec. VI, and
the conclusion follows in Sec. VII.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a broadcast caching network composed of one sender (e.g., base station) with access
to a library composed of N files, generated by an N -component discrete memoryless source (N-
DMS). The files, denoted by {W F1 , . . . ,W FN }, are of length F , with file n ∈ {1, . . . , N} denoted by
W Fn = [Wn(1), . . . ,Wn(F )]. For i ∈ {1, . . . F}, the N -dimensional vectors [W1(i), . . . ,WN(i)], which
represent the ith elements of the files, are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to
[W1, . . . ,WN ] ∼ p(w), with the probability mass function (pmf) p(w) = p(w1, . . . , wN) defined over
an alphabet WN . Without loss of generality, we assume that H(Wn) = H(W ) for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
The sender communicates with K receivers (e.g., access points or user devices) {1, . . . , K}, through a
shared error-free multicast link. Each receiver has a cache of size MF bits, where M ∈ [0, NH(W )]
denotes the (normalized) cache capacity. The network operates in two phases:
i) A caching phase that takes place at the network setup, and is assumed to happen during off-peak
hours without consuming actual delivery rate. During this phase, the receivers fill their caches from
{W F1 , . . . ,W FN }, referred to as the original library.
ii) A delivery phase where the network is repeatedly used, and library files can be dynamically
updated. The most recent versions of the files are denoted by {V F1 , . . . , V FN }. For each i ∈
{1, . . . , F}, conditioned on [W1(i), . . . ,WN(i)], the vectors [V1(i), . . . , VN(i)] are i.i.d. according to
[V1, . . . , VN ] ∼ p(v|w) = p(v1, . . . , vN |w). Without loss of generality, we assume the most recent
versions have the same alphabets as the original files. Availability of the most recent content at the
server is subject to network delays, and as a result, we assume that only with probability pin, the
server observes the most recent version of file n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Hence the updated library, denoted
by {UF1 , . . . , UFN}, is such that UFn = V Fn with probability pin and UFn = W Fn with probability
1− pin, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, where availability of the most recent content at the server is modeled as
an independent process across files. We also assume that in different uses of the network, the most
recent versions are obtained conditionally i.i.d. with respect to the original library, and files are
updated at the server (with respect to the cached versions) in an i.i.d fashion. The library distribution
6is then characterized by p(w,v) and pi = (pi1, . . . , piN). Receivers request files in an i.i.d. manner
according to a uniform demand distribution, and the sender satisfies the demands using the updated
library. The demand realization is denoted by d = (d1, . . . , dK), where d ∈ D ≡ {1, . . . , N}K .
A caching scheme for this network consists of:
• Cache Encoder: The cache encoder at the sender computes the content to be cached at receiver
k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, denoted by Zk, using the set of functions fCk :WNF → [1 : 2MF ), as
Zk = f
C
k
(
W F1 , . . . ,W
F
N
)
.
The encoder designs the cache configuration {Z1, . . . , ZK} jointly across receivers, taking into
account available global system knowledge such as, the number of receivers and their cache sizes,
the number of files, and the pmf p(w).
• Multicast Encoder: After the caches are populated, the network is repeatedly used. At each use, a
demand d from the updated library, {UF1 , . . . , UFN}, is revealed to the sender. The multicast encoder
uses a fixed-to-variable encoding function
fM : D ×WNF × [1 : 2MF )K → Y?,
to generate a codeword, Yd, according to the demand realization d, the updated library {UF1 , . . . , UFN},
the cache configuration {Z1, . . . , ZK}, and the library distribution. Then,
Yd = f
M
(
d, {UFn }Nn=1, {Zk}Kk=1
)
,
where Y? denotes the set of finite length sequences.
• Multicast Decoders: Receivers recover their requested files using their cached content and the
received multicast codeword. Receiver k recovers UFdk using decoding function h
M
k : D×Y?× [1 :
2MF )→WF , as
ÛFdk = h
M
k (d, Yd, Zk).
We refer to the overall scheme as a cache-aided coded multicast (CACM) scheme. The worst-case
probability of error of the corresponding CACM scheme is defined as
P (F )e = max
d∈D
P
 ⋃
k∈{1,...,K}
{
ÛFdk 6= UFdk
} ,
which is averaged over the library distribution. In line with previous work [3]–[5], the average multicast
delivery rate (or load) of the overall scheme, over all demands, is defined as
R(F ) =
E[L(Yd)]
F
. (1)
7where L(Y ) denotes the length (in bits) of the multicast codeword Y , and the expectation is over the
demands and the library files used during caching and delivery phases.
Definition 1. A rate-memory pair (R,M) is achievable if there exists a sequence of caching schemes
for memory M and increasing file size F such that limF→∞ P
(F )
e = 0, and lim supF→∞R
(F ) ≤ R.
Definition 2. The rate-memory region is the closure of the set of achievable rate-memory pairs (R,M).
The optimal rate-memory function, R∗(M), is the infimum of all rates R such that (R,M) is in the
rate-memory region for memory M .
The goal of this paper is to design CACM schemes that result in a small achievable rate R for a
given memory M . We propose a class of CACM schemes in Sec. III for the general system model
provided here. Later in the paper, we analyze the performance of the proposed scheme by considering
the following two settings:
- Static Setting: In this setting, the library remains static throughout the network setup and its
consecutive uses, such that content is requested and delivered from the same library that is used in
the caching phase; that is, pin = 0, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Hence, in this scenario the library is composed
of static correlated content, as in [14]–[19], and when particularized to independent files, the setting
is equivalent to that of most prior works, including [1]–[3], and [5]–[8].
- Dynamic Setting: In this case, for ease of exposition, we assume that the library used during
the caching phase is originally composed of N independent files, i.e., p(w) =
N∏
n=1
p(wn), and the
most recent versions of the files are generated such that p(v|w) =
N∏
n=1
p(vn|wn), but otherwise the
library distribution follows the general model described in this section.
III. PROPOSED CORRELATION-AWARE SCHEME
In this section, we introduce a class of correlation-aware schemes, which distribute the most relevant
library content among the receiver caches such that during the delivery phase, the correlation among
the aggregate cache and the demand can be exploited to send multicast codewords of compressed
files that further improve the global caching gain. In the following, we refer to the overall scheme
as correlation-aware CACM (CA-CACM). Before providing the general description of the proposed
CA-CACM scheme, we first illustrate the main idea of how correlation is exploited during the delivery
phase through a simple example in a dynamic setting.
Motivating Example:
8Consider a network with two receivers, two independent files {W F1 ,W F2 }, cache capacity M = 1,
and cached content
Z1 = {W1,1, W2,1}, Z2 = {W1,2, W2,2}, (2)
where Wi,j denotes the j th half of file W Fi with length F/2 bits. Cache configuration (2), in which
each receiver stores an exclusive part of each file, is optimal for the static system with independent
files considered in [1]. With such caching, a single coded transmission over the shared link helps
both receivers to effectively exchange the missing packet available in the cache of the other receiver.
During the delivery phase, with probability pi1 = pi2 = 1, new versions of the files become available,
{UF1 , UF2 }, which are highly correlated with the versions used during the caching phase, such that
H(U1|W1) = H(U2|W2) = 0.5. As a worst-case demand, assume user 1 requests file UF1 and user
2 requests file UF2 . Since none of the requested files are cached, there are no exact matches between
the cached content and the requested files, and hence, correlation-unaware schemes can not utilize the
cached content. Similarly, the correlation-aware scheme proposed in [17] falls short since the original
library used for caching was composed of independent files. For either of the schemes, the requested
files must be delivered via separate uncoded transmissions UF1 and U
F
2 , yielding a delivery load equal
to R = 2. However, aware of the correlation among the requested files and the cached content, the
sender can transmit the codeword W1,2⊕W2,1, concatenated with two refinements with rates H(U1|W1)
and H(U2|W2). Then: i) receiver 1 is able to losslessly recover UF1 from its decoded message W1,2 and
stored message W1,1, and ii) receiver 2 is able to recover UF2 from its decoded message W2,2 and stored
message W2,1. This results in a total load of R = 0.5 +H(U1|W1) +H(U2|W2) = 1.5.
From the example, it is observed that placing individually compressed content pieces during the
caching phase, which serve as references for compression during the delivery phase, enables on-demand
compression suitable for dynamic correlated content. The next section describes the scheme, which is
general enough to exploit correlation in static settings, as the one in Sec. V, and to provide robustness
in dynamic settings such as the one given above.
Proposed Scheme:
A CA-CACM scheme, as depicted in Fig. 1, is composed of the following components (described in
more detail in the following subsections):
i) Correlation-Aware Cache Encoder: As in conventional CACM schemes, a fractional cache encoder
is used to divide each file into packets and determine the subset of each file’s packets to be cached
at each receiver. This can be done in a deterministic fashion, referred to as centralized caching in
the literature, as in [1], [5], and [9], or, in order to be more robust to system dynamics, in a random
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Fig. 1: The proposed correlation-aware CACM scheme.
fashion, referred to as decentralized caching, as in [2], [3], and [6]–[8], where the packets to be
cached are selected according to a caching distribution. The caching distribution is optimized in
order to minimize the achievable delivery rate with respect to the library distribution, as a function
of not only file popularity, but also their cross-correlation.
ii) Correlation-Aware Multicast Encoder:
• Correlation-Aware Grouping: Given a demand realization in the delivery phase, the multicast
encoder identifies all the packets among the collective cache and demand that are correlated
with each requested packet that is not locally available. Any of the identified correlated packets
can be used in the multicast codeword in place of the requested packet, subject to transmitting
additional codewords that ensure lossless reconstruction of the requested packet.
• Correlation-Aware Group Coloring: The multicast encoder generates a multicast codeword con-
structed as a linear combination of the requested packets and their correlated packets concatenated
with all necessary refinements, such that all receivers can losslessly recover their demands. This
is done by computing a group coloring of a graph that results from augmenting the index
coding conflict graph [12], [13] with the correlated ensembles computed by the correlation-
aware grouping procedure. In the following, we refer to this graph as the augmented conflict
graph.
A. Correlation-Aware Cache Encoder
As stated earlier, the correlation-aware cache encoder can be designed in a deterministic or random
fashion. Differently from the random cache placement, where only the portion of packets to be cached
from each file is stated, deterministic cache placement also specifies their identity, and therefore, results
in better performance compared to random caching. For a detailed description of the deterministic
caching we refer the reader to Sec. V, and in this section, we describe the random version of the
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proposed cache encoder, which we refer to as the random fractional caching strategy. In addition to
providing increased robustness to system dynamics, this strategy also allows us to analytically derive
an upper bound on the rate achieved by the proposed CA-CACM scheme in Sec. IV.
Each file W Fn is partitioned into B equal-size packets
1, where packet b ∈ {1, . . . , B} of file n ∈
{1, . . . , N} is denoted by Wn,b. The content to be cached at each receiver is determined according to
a caching distribution, % = (%1, . . . , %N) with 0 ≤ %n ≤ 1/M , ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N} and
∑N
n=1 %n = 1,
which is optimized to minimize the rate of the corresponding index coding delivery scheme. For a given
caching distribution %, each receiver randomly selects and caches a subset of %nMB distinct packets
from file n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. We denote by C = {C1, . . . ,CK} the packet-level cache configuration, where
Ck denotes the set of packets Wn,b, n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, b ∈ {1, . . . , B}, cached at receiver k. While the
caching distribution of a correlation-unaware scheme prioritizes the caching of packets according to the
aggregate popularity distribution (see [3], [4]), the correlation-aware caching distribution accounts for
both the aggregate popularity and the correlation among the library files when determining the amount
of packets to be cached from each file.
B. Correlation-Aware Multicast Encoder
The correlation-aware coded multicast encoder capitalizes on the additional coded multicast oppor-
tunities that arise from incorporating cached packets that are, not only equal to, but also correlated
with the requested packets into the multicast codeword. For a given demand realization d, the packet-
level demand realization is denoted by Q = {Q1, . . . ,QK}, where Qk denotes the packets of file UFdk
requested, but not cached, by receiver k.
Correlation-Aware Grouping. For each requested packet Un,b ∈ Q, the correlation-aware grouping
procedure computes a δ-ensemble ΩUn,b , where ΩUn,b is the union of Un,b and the subset of all cached
and requested packets in C ∪Q that are δ-correlated with Un,b, as per the following definition.
Definition 3. (δ-Correlated Vectors) Consider two random vectors X = [X1, . . . , XL] and Y =
[Y1, . . . , YL] with i.i.d. entries such that (Xi, Yi) ∼ pX,Y (x, y), and H(X) = H(Y ). For a given threshold
δ ≤ 1, we say that X is δ-correlated with Y if H(X, Y ) ≤ (1 + δ)H(X).
Remark 1. For the original and updated libraries generated as in Sec. II, and any δ < 1, it follows
from Definition 3 that packets Wn,b and Wn′,b′ are never δ-correlated when b 6= b′, and for b = b′ they
are δ-correlated if H(Wn,Wn′) ≤ (1 + δ)H(W ). Similarly δ-correlation can be defined across packets
Un,b and Un′,b, and across packets Wn,b and Un′,b.
1For example, in video applications, a packet may represent a video block or frame.
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We note that δ is a system parameter that can be optimized as a function of the system parameters
K,N,M , and the library distribution, in order to minimize the rate of the overall CA-CACM scheme as
quantified in (1).2 In fact, based on Definition 3, higher δ, allows for more packets to be δ-correlated,
but with higher refinements.
Correlation-Aware Group Coloring. After computing the δ-ensembles for each requested packet,
the multicast encoder computes the multicast codeword by following a group coloring procedure on an
augmented conflict graph. For completeness, we first describe the conventional index coding conflict
graph. A conventional index coding conflict graph, which is the complement of the side information
graph [12], [13], is constructed based on the packet-level cache configuration C and demand realization
Q in such a way that there is one vertex for each requested packet in Q, and there is an edge between
any two vertices if one of the packets is not cached by the receiver requesting the other packet. Such
construction ensures decodability of an index code constructed by first computing a valid coloring of
the conflict graph (see Definition 4), and then XORing the packets with the same color. As explained
next, the augmented conflict graph is constructed by augmenting the conventional index coding conflict
graph with the δ-ensembles computed by the grouping procedure.
I) Augmented Conflict Graph: The augmented conflict graph HC,Q = (V , E) is made up of a vertex
set V and an edge set E :
• Vertex set V: The vertex set V = Vr ∪ V˜ is composed of root nodes Vr and virtual nodes V˜ .
– Root Nodes: There is a root node vr ∈ Vr for each requested packet Un,b ∈ Q, uniquely
identified by the triplet
(
ρ(vr), µ(vr), r(vr)
)
, with ρ(vr) denoting the packet identity, Un,b, and
µ(vr) denoting the receiver requesting it. The third component r(vr) = vr is introduced for ease
of exposition when presenting the scheme with the virtual nodes defined next.
– Virtual Nodes: For each root node vr ∈ Vr, all the packets in the δ-ensemble Ωρ(vr) other than
ρ(vr) are represented as virtual nodes in V˜ . We identify virtual node v˜ ∈ V˜ , having vr as a root
note, with the triplet
(
ρ(v˜), µ(vr), r(v˜)
)
, where ρ(v˜) indicates the identity of the δ-correlated
packet associated with vertex v˜, µ(vr) indicates the receiver requesting ρ(vr), and r(v˜) = vr is
the root of the δ-ensemble to which v˜ belongs.
Based on the classification of vertices into root nodes and virtual nodes, the vertex set V is
partitioned into groups, such that there is one group for each root node. Given a root node vr, its
group, denoted by Gvr ⊆ V , is composed of root node vr and all virtual nodes corresponding to the
2In practice, the designer shall determine the level at which to compute and exploit correlations between files based on performance-
complexity trade-offs.
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packets in its δ-ensemble Ωρ(vr). In other words, group Gvr represents packet ρ(vr) and all packets
δ-correlated with it.
• Edge set E : For any pair of vertices v1, v2 ∈ V , there is an edge between v1 and v2 in E if
both v1 and v2 are in the same group, or if the two following conditions are jointly satisfied: 1)
ρ(v1) 6= ρ(v2); 2) packet ρ(v1) /∈ Cµ(v2) or packet ρ(v2) /∈ Cµ(v1). The basic idea is that a pair of
vertices are connected with an edge, if their corresponding packets conflict (interfere) with each
other, and hence, can not be sent together in a single transmission.
Remark 2. From the construction of the augmented conflict graph, it immediately follows that the
conventional index coding conflict graph is the subgraph of HC,Q resulting from considering only Vr.
Remark 3. If correlation is not considered or non-existent, each group is only composed of the root
node, and hence V = Vr. Then, the augmented conflict graph is equivalent to the conventional index
coding conflict graph [3].
Example 1. Consider a network with K = 3 receivers, cache capacity M = 3, and a dynamic
library composed of N = 6 uniformly popular files {W F1 ,W F2 , . . . ,W F6 }, with H(W ) = 1, and
update probability vector pi = (1, 0, . . . , 0). We assume that the files within each pair {W F1 ,W F2 }
and {W F5 ,W F6 } are correlated, while all other file are independent. Each file is divided into B = 4
packets, and the packets of correlated files are δ-correlated as described in Remark 1. The packet-level
cache configuration is given in Fig. 2 (a). During the delivery phase, an updated version of the first
file becomes available which is correlated with W F1 , and independent of all other files. For demand
d = (1, 3, 5) the correlation-aware grouping component computes the following δ-ensembles:
ΩU1,1 = {U1,1,W1,1}, ΩU1,2 = {U1,2,W1,2}, ΩU1,3 = {U1,3,W1,3}, ΩU1,4 = {U1,4,W1,4},
ΩU3,1 = {U3,1}, ΩU3,2 = {U3,2},
ΩU5,2 = {U5,2,W6,2}, ΩU5,4 = {U5,4,W6,4},
where for the updated library we have U3,1 = W3,1, U3,2 = W3,2, U5,2 = W5,2, and U5,4 = W5,4. Given
the packet-level cache and demand configurations, the root node set, Vr = {v1, . . . , v8}, is composed of
v1 :
(
U1,1, 1, v1
)
, v2 :
(
U1,2, 1, v2
)
, v3 :
(
U1,3, 1, v3
)
, v4 :
(
U1,4, 1, v4
)
,
v5 :
(
U3,1, 2, v5
)
, v6 :
(
U3,2, 2, v6
)
,
v7 :
(
U5,2, 3, v7
)
, v8 :
(
U5,4, 3, v8
)
,
The corresponding augmented conflict graph HC,Q with vertices V = Vr∪{v˜1, v˜2, v˜3, v˜4, v˜7, v˜8} is shown
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(a) Cache Configuration
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(b) Correlation-Aware Group Coloring
Fig. 2: Example 1: (a) Packet-level cache configuration. (b) Coloring of the augmented conflict graph. Groups are
delineated with dashed ovals, root nodes are represented by squares, and circles have been used for virtual nodes.
Groups Gv1 , . . . ,Gv4 correspond to receiver 1’s demand, groups Gv5 and Gv4 , correspond to receiver 2, and groups Gv7
and Gv8 , correspond to receiver 3. Vertices v1, v2, v3, and v4 are connected to all other vertices, and all corresponding
edges have been removed in the depicted graph. Each group is colored with the same color as the colored vertex
shown in that group.
in Fig. 2 (b), where for the virtual nodes we have
v˜1 :
(
W1,1, 1, v1
)
, v˜2 :
(
W1,2, 1, v2
)
, v˜3 :
(
W1,3, 1, v3
)
, v˜4 :
(
W1,4, 1, v4
)
,
v˜7 :
(
W6,2, 3, v7
)
, v˜8 :
(
W6,4, 3, v8
)
.
II) Linear Index Coding via Group Coloring: From the augmented conflict graph HC,Q, the multicast
encoder computes a linear index code, whose construction is described next and relies on the following
two definitions.
Definition 4. (Graph Coloring) A valid coloring of a graph is an assignment of colors to the vertices
of the graph such that no two adjacent vertices are assigned the same color.
Definition 5. (Group Coloring) Given a valid coloring of the augmented conflict graph HC,Q, a valid
group coloring of HC,Q consists of assigning to each group Gvr , ∀vr ∈ Vr, one of the colors assigned
to the vertices inside that group.
The multicast encoder proceeds as follows:
1) It finds a valid coloring of graph HC,Q.
2) For the given graph coloring, it finds a valid group coloring of HC,Q.
3) For the given group coloring, from each group, it extracts the (root or virtual) vertex that has
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the same color as that assigned to the group. Since in the augmented conflict graph all nodes
within a group are adjacent, a distinct color is assigned to each of them, and hence, only one
vertex is extracted from each group. The packets corresponding to the extracted vertices are used
as references for delivering the requested packets (corresponding to the root nodes). If a virtual
node is selected from a group, a refinement will be required in step 5.
4) For each color in the group coloring of HC,Q, the multicast encoder XORs the packets correspond-
ing to the vertices extracted from the groups with that color. Note that while the packet associated
to a root node vr, which is requested by receiver µ(vr), is not locally available in its cache, the
receiver may have cached the packet associated to a virtual node v˜ ∈ Gvr . Then, if the extracted
node is a virtual node that is already cached at receiver µ(vr), there is no need for it to be delivered,
i.e., to be XORed with the other same-color packets. The concatenation of the XORed packets,
denoted by Y CMd , is referred to as the coded segment.
5) For each receiver, the multicast encoder, if needed, computes a refinement codeword. The length
of this refinement is equal to the conditional entropy of the requested file given the decodable
information from the coded segment and the cached information, and it is at most δH(W )F bits.
The concatenation of the (uncoded) refinement codewords needed by all receivers, denoted by
Y UMd , is referred to as the refinement segment and is of length
L(Y UMd ) =
K∑
k=1
H(UFdk |Y CMd ,Ck).
6) The coded multicast codeword results from concatenating the coded segment Y CMd and the refine-
ment segment Y UMd . The overall transmission rate corresponding to the graph coloring and group
coloring being considered for demand d is L(Y CMd )/F + L(Y
UM
d )/F .
7) Among all valid graph colorings, and among all corresponding valid group colorings, the multicast
encoder selects the coded multicast codeword resulting in the minimum overall transmission rate,
and multicasts it over the shared link.
At each receiver, the multicast decoder uses the cached information and the received coded segment
Y CMd to reconstruct a (possibly) distorted version of the receiver’s requested packets, due to the potential
reception of packets that are δ-correlated with the requested ones. Then, if needed, the multicast decoder
uses the refinement segment Y UMd to losslessly reconstruct its demand.
From Remark 2, it follows that for each given graph coloring, there is always a valid group color-
ing, whose group colors are the same as their root node. Transmission based on this group coloring
is equivalent to that resulting from the coloring of the conventional index coding conflict graph.
That is, among all coded multicast codewords constructed by following steps 1-6, there is also the
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correlation-unaware codeword corresponding to the conventional conflict graph. Hence, the correlation-
aware multicast encoder achieves lower rate than that achieved via coloring of the conventional conflict
graph. Clearly, constructing multicast codewords based on not only the requested packets, but also their
correlated packets, i.e., adding virtual nodes by augmenting the conflict graph, increases available coding
opportunities. In other words, computing the index code based on the augmented conflict graph allows
the sender to multicast coded messages that are simultaneously useful to a larger number of receivers
compared to the conventional conflict graph.
C. Greedy Group Coloring (GGC)
In Sec. III-B, we described how to design a coded multicast codeword that is useful to a large
number of receivers based on a group coloring of the augmented conflict graph. The multicast encoder
determines the optimal multicast codeword across all valid graph colorings and their corresponding
group colorings. Given that graph coloring, and by extension group coloring, is NP-Hard, in this section
we propose Greedy Group Coloring (GGC), a polynomial-time approximation to the group coloring
problem. GGC extends the existing Greedy Constraint Coloring (GCC) scheme [3] to account for
file correlation in cache-aided networks. The proposed GGC algorithm computes the coded multicast
codeword by choosing between two coloring schemes, referred to as GGC1 and GGC2, and described in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. Given the two valid group colorings resulting from GGC1 and GGC2,
the coded multicast codewords of each Algorithm are computed by concatenating the corresponding
coded and refinement segments. GGC chooses the scheme resulting in the lower overall rate (i.e., shorter
multicast codeword). It is worthwhile noticing that GGC2 is nothing other than the correlation-aware
version of naive (uncoded) multicasting,3 which we have included here, for the sake of completeness,
in a form symmetric to that of GGC1.
As mentioned previously, any vertex (root node or virtual node) v ∈ V is uniquely identified by the
triplet
(
ρ(v), µ(v), r(v)
)
. In GGC, for any v ∈ V , we further define η(v) , {k : ρ(v) ∈ Ck} as the
set of receivers who have cached packet ρ(v). We refer to the unordered set of receivers {µ(v), η(v)}
as the receiver label of vertex v, which corresponds to the set of receivers either requesting or caching
packet ρ(v).
Definition 6. An independent set is a set of vertices in a graph, no two of which are adjacent.
3Naive multicasting refers to the transmission of a common, not-network-coded stream of data packets, simultaneously received and
decoded by multiple receivers.
4Packets with equal label size are ordered such that H(ρ(vr)|ρ(vt)) ≤ H(ρ(vr)|ρ(vt+1)).
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Algorithm 1 GGC1 - Greedy Group Coloring 1
1: while Vr 6= ∅ do
2: Pick any root node vr ∈ Vr
3: Sort Gvr in decreasing order of receiver label size4, such that for vt, vt+1 ∈ Gvr , |{µ(vt), η(vt)}| ≥
|{µ(vt+1), η(vt+1)}| where vt denotes the tth vertex in the ordered sequence.
4: t = 1
5: while t ≤ |Gvr | do
6: Take vt ∈ Gvr ; Let Ivt = {vt}
7: for all v ∈ V\
{
Gvr ∪ Ivt
}
do
8: if
{
There is no edge between v and Ivt
} ∧ {{µ(v), η(v)} = {µ(vt), η(vt)}} then
9: Ivt = Ivt ∪ {v}
10: end if
11: end for
12: vt∗ = arg max
{vτ : τ=1,...,t}
|Ivτ |
13: if |Iv∗t | ≥ |{µ(vt), η(vt)}| or t = |Gvr | then
14: I = Iv∗t
15: t = |Gvr |+ 1
16: else
17: t = t+ 1
18: end if
19: end while
20: Color all vertices in I with an unused color.
21: J = {r(v) : v ∈ I}
22: Jr =
{
vr∈Vr : ∃v∈I,
{
µ(vr) = µ(v)
}∧{
ρ(v) ∈ Ωρ(vr)
}}
23: Vr ← Vr\J ∪ Jr, V ← V\
⋃
vr∈J∪Jr
Gvr
24: end while
Algorithm GGC1 starts from a root node vr ∈ Vr among those not yet selected, and searches for the
node vt ∈ Gvr which forms the largest independent set I with all the vertices in V having its same
receiver label. Next, vertices in set I are assigned the same color (see lines 20-23). Algorithm GGC2
is based on a correlation-aware extension of GCC2 in [3], and corresponds to a generalized uncoded
(naive) multicast. For each root node vr ∈ Vr, whose group has not yet been colored, only the vertex
vt ∈ Gvr whom is found among the nodes of more groups, i.e., correlated with a larger number of
requested packets, is colored, and its color is assigned to Gvr and to all groups containing vt. For both
GGC1 and GGC2, when the graph coloring algorithm terminates, only a subset of the graph vertices,
V , are colored, such that only one vertex from each group in the graph is colored. This is equivalent
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Algorithm 2 GGC2 - Greedy Group Coloring 2
1: while Vr 6= ∅ do
2: Pick any root node vr ∈ Vr
3: for all v ∈ Gvr do
4: Iv = {v} ∪ {v′ ∈ V\Gvr : ρ(v′) = ρ(v)}
5: end for
6: v∗ = arg max
v
|Iv|
7: I = Iv∗
8: Color all vertices in I with an unused color.
9: J = {r(v) : v ∈ I}
10: Vr ← Vr\J , V ← V\
⋃
vr∈J
Gvr
11: end while
to identifying a valid group coloring where each group is assigned the color of its colored vertex. For
both GGC1 and GGC2, the packets corresponding to the same-color vertices are XORed together and
then concatenated to make the coded segment of the multicast codeword.
Example 2. For the augmented conflict graph given in Example 1, a valid group coloring based on
Algorithm GGC1 is shown in Fig. 2 (b). Based on the greedy group coloring, the groups are colored
with 4 distinct colors, such that one color is assigned to virtual nodes v˜1 and v˜2, one color is assigned
to virtual node v˜3 and root node v5 , one color is assigned to virtual node v˜4 and root node v6, and
finally one color is assigned to virtual nodes v˜7 and v˜8. Since the packets corresponding to v˜1 and v˜2,
and the packets of v˜7 and v˜8 are cached at receivers 1 and 3, respectively, they are not XORed together,
and not included in the multicast codeword. Based on this correlation-aware group coloring, the sender
transmits a coded segment Y CMd = {W1,3⊕W3,1,W1,4⊕W3,2} followed by a refinement segment Y UMd ,
with rate
1
F
L(Y CMd ) = H(U1,1|W1,1) +H(U1,2|W1,2) +H(U1,3|W1,3) +H(U1,4|W1,4)
+H(W5,2|W6,2) +H(W5,4|W6,4),
= H(U1|W1) + 1
2
H(W5|W6) ≤ 3
2
δ.
The overall load is at most 1
2
+ 3
2
δ. The correlation-unaware CACM scheme in [3] constructs the conven-
tional index coding conflict graph, which only contains the root nodes, and multicasts {U1,1, U1,2, U1,3, U1,4,
W3,1 ⊕W5,4,W3,2,W5,2}, with rate 74 .
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IV. PERFORMANCE OF CA-CACM WITH RANDOM CACHE PLACEMENT
This section provides an upper bound on the rate achieved by the proposed CA-CACM scheme,
denoted by RA(M), under the assumption of random fractional caching. By considering the correlation-
aware random fractional cache encoder described in Sec. III-A, we are able to evaluate RA(M) for a
system with arbitrary number of receivers and files, as F,B →∞, which also upper bounds R∗(M).
A. Static Library
In this subsection, we provide an upper bound on the rate achieved with the proposed CA-CACM
scheme, and hence, on the optimal rate-memory function, for a static setting as described in Sec. II. In
order to quantify the performance of the proposed scheme, we consider a symmetric library distribution,
such that, for a given δ and for any packet, the size of its δ-ensemble, i.e., the set of packets in the
library that are δ-correlated with it, has cardinality equal to Gδ. Note that due to the symmetry across
library files, the optimal caching distribution is uniform across files, and %n = 1N for n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Theorem 1. Consider a static broadcast caching network with K receivers, library size N , cache
capacity M , and uniform demand distribution. Then, the rate-memory function, R∗(M), is upper
bounded as
R∗(M) ≤ lim sup
F→∞
RA(M) ≤ inf
δ
min
{
ΨS1 (K,N,M, δ), Ψ
S
2 (K,N, δ)
}
, (3)
where
ΨS1 (K,N,M, δ) =
K∑
`=1
(
K
`
)(
1− M
N
)(M
N
)Gδ−1[
P` +
Gδ−1∑
g=1
(
Gδ − 1
g
)(N
M
− 1
)g
φ(`, g)
]
, (4)
ΨS2 (K,N, δ) = (1− δ) Φ
(
K,
N
Gδ
)
+ δΦ(K,N), (5)
with
φ(`, g) = (P̂`)
g+1
(
α(`, g + 1) +
g∑
t=1
α(`, t)
(P`
P̂`
)t[(g + 1
t
)
+ δ ξ(`)
(
g
t
)])
, (6)
α(`, t) =
min{t, x(`)}∑
d=1
1
d
(
x(`)− 1
d− 1
)( ∑
t1+···+td=t
t!
t1! . . . td!
)
, (7)
Φ(κ, ν) = ν
(
1−
(
1− 1
ν
)κ)
, (8)
P` =
(
1− M
N
)(K−`)(M
N
)(`−1)
, (9)
P̂` =
`−1∑
i=1
(
K − 1
i− 1
)
Pi, ` = 2, . . . , K, P̂1 = 0, (10)
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ξ(`) =
∑`
i=1
i
(
`
i
)
(P̂`)
i(P`)
`−i, (11)
x(`) =
(
K − 1
`− 1
)
. (12)
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
Note that the rate in Theorem 1 is obtained by first deriving an upper bound, i.e.,
min{ΨS1 (K,N,M, δ), ΨS2 (K,N, δ)},
for a given δ, and then minimizing it with respect to δ.
As stated in Remark 3, if each group is only composed of its root node, then the augmented conflict
graph is equivalent to the conventional index coding conflict graph. Therefore, in the special case of
selecting δ such that Gδ = 1, min{ΨS1 (K,N,M, δ), ΨS2 (K,N, δ)} provides an upper bound on the rate
achieved with the correlation-unaware scheme proposed in [3].
B. Dynamic Library
This subsection provides an upper bound on the rate achieved with the proposed CA-CACM scheme
for a dynamic setting as described in Sec. II, when pin = pi for any n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Theorem 2. Consider a dynamic broadcast caching network with K receivers, library size N , cache
capacity M , and uniform demand distribution. For a given δ and update probability pi, the rate-memory
function, R∗(M), is upper bounded as
R∗(M) ≤ lim sup
F→∞
RA(M) ≤ min
{
ΨD1 (K,N,M, δ, pi),Φ(K,N)
}
, (13)
where
ΨD1 (K,N,M, δ, pi) =
K∑
`=1
(
K
`
)(
1− M
N
)
P` + δΦ(Kpi, Npi), (14)
with Φ(κ, ν) and P` as defined in Theorem 1, Kpi , piK and Npi , piN .
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.
V. PERFORMANCE OF CA-CACM WITH DETERMINISTIC CACHE PLACEMENT
This section quantifies the rate achieved by the proposed CA-CACM scheme, denoted by RA(M),
under the assumption of deterministic fractional caching. Specifically, we focus on a simple static
broadcast caching network with two receivers and two correlated files, for which we are able to
deterministically design the close-to-optimal cache configuration. For this network, a Gray-Wyner based
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correlation-aware CACM scheme was proposed in [17] and proven to be optimal over a region of the
memory.
We assume that the library is composed of two uniformly popular files {W F1 , W F2 } generated by a
2-DMS, such that H(W1|W2) = H(W2|W1) = δH(W ). Each file is divided into B = 2 equal length
packets with 1
2
H(W )F bits, and based on the above assumption the packets from file 1 and 2 are
δ-correlated as described in Remark 1. As worst-case and best-case demands, we consider demands
d1 = (1, 2) and d2 = (1, 1), respectively. The proposed CA-CACM scheme operates as follows:
• M = 0: In this case, the receivers have not stored any of the files. Then, based on the group
coloring approach in Sec III-B,
– For demand d1, the sender delivers one of the files, for example W F1 , and sends a refinement
with rate H(W2|W1) so that the second receiver can recover file W F2 .
– For demand d2, the sender multicasts file W F1 .
Hence, the proposed CA-CACM scheme simply results in the correlation-aware version of naive
multicasting, which leads to an average load of
RA(M) =
1
4
(
H(W1) +H(W2) + 2H(W1,W2)
)
=
(
1 +
δ
2
)
H(W ).
• M = H(W ): The caches are filled as
Z1 = {W1,1, W2,2}, Z2 = {W1,2, W2,1}. (15)
– For the worst-case demand d1, the CA-CACM scheme constructs the augmented conflict graph
based on the demand and cache contents. The graph consists of two groups Gv1 and Gv2 , with
roots v1 and v2, respectively, such that
Gv1 = {v1, v˜1}, v1 :
(
U1,2, 1, v1
)
, v˜1 :
(
W2,2, 1, v1
)
,
Gv2 = {v2, v˜2}, v2 :
(
U2,2, 2, v2
)
, v˜2 :
(
W1,2, 2, v2
)
,
where, due to the static setting considered, U1,2 = W1,2 and U2,2 = W2,2. Table I displays four
valid group colorings of the augmented conflict graph. As explained in Sec. III-B, among the
group colorings shown in Table I, the multicast encoder selects the one resulting in the lowest
overall delivery rate, i.e., Colorings 1 or 2 depending on the value of δ. Note that in Coloring 2,
since both packets corresponding to the extracted vertices (colored with blue) are already cached
at their corresponding receivers, they are not transmitted. Similarly, for Colorings 3 and 4, the
locally available packets W2,2 and W1,2, respectively, are not included in the XORed codeword.
– For demand d2, the sender builds the augmented conflict graph as described in Sec III-B, and
identifies two group colorings: i) A coloring that corresponds to transmitting two refinements with
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rates 1
2
H(W1|W2) and 12H(W2|W1), so that receiver 1 can recover packet W1,2 from W2,2, and
receiver 2 can recover W1,1 from W2,1, respectively. And, ii) a coloring that, as in the correlation-
unaware scheme, corresponds to transmitting the XOR of the requested packets missing from
each receiver’s cache. The multicast encoder selects the group coloring resulting in the lowest
overall delivery rate, given as
min
{1
2
H(W ),
1
2
H(W1|W2) + 1
2
H(W2|W1)
}
= min
{1
2
, δ
}
H(W ).
Therefore, the average load for capacity M = H(W ) is
RA(M) = min
{1
2
, δ
}
H(W ).
• M = 2H(W ): The library is fully stored at both receivers resulting in zero average load.
With the proposed caching policy, the memory-rate pairs(
M, R
)
∈
{(
0, (1 + δ/2)H(W )
)
,
(
H(W ), min{1/2, δ}H(W )
)
,
(
2H(W ), 0
)}
are achievable, and, as in [1], through memory-sharing we achieve the lower convex envelope of these
points. Hence,
RA(M) =
(1 +
δ
2
)(H(W )−M) + min{1
2
, δ}M, M ∈ [0, H(W )]
min{1
2
, δ}(2H(W )−M), M ∈ (H(W ), 2H(W )]
(16)
The following theorem quantifies the rate gap of the proposed scheme from the optimal rate-memory
trade-off, R∗(M), as a function of the cache capacity M.
Theorem 3. For any cache capacity M ∈ [0, H(W )], the proposed CA-CACM scheme achieves an
average rate RA(M), such that
RA(M)−R∗(M) ≤ 1
2
min
{
H(W1|W2), I(W1;W2)
}
,
and for any M ∈ (H(W ), 2H(W )], the scheme performs within half of the mutual information, i.e.,
RA(M)−R∗(M) ≤ 1
2
I(W1;W2).
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D, which follows from comparing RA(M) given in eq. (16)
with the lower bound given in [17].
We remark that the proposed correlation-aware CACM scheme described above places content in the
receiver caches while taking into account the correlation among the files. Suppose that for M = H(W ),
the caches were filled as
Z1 = {W1,1, W2,1}, Z2 = {W1,2, W2,2}. (17)
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𝒅" = (1,2) Coloring 1 Coloring 2 Coloring 3 Coloring 4
Group
Coloring
Coded 
Multicast 
Segment
𝑊",* ⊕𝑊*,* ∅ 𝑊",* 𝑊*,*
Refinement
Rate 0
	𝐻 𝑊",* 𝑊*,*)+ 𝐻 𝑊*,* 𝑊",*) 𝐻 𝑊*,* 𝑊",*) 𝐻 𝑊",* 𝑊*,*)
Total Rate𝑅1(𝑀) 12𝐻(𝑊) 𝛿	𝐻(𝑊) 1 + 𝛿2 	𝐻(𝑊) 1 + 𝛿2 	𝐻(𝑊)
𝑣5"
𝑣*𝑣5*
G67 G68
𝑣5"
𝑣*𝑣5*
G67 G68 𝑣*𝑣5*𝑣5"
G67 G68
𝑣5"
G67 𝑣*𝑣5*
G68
TABLE I Correlation-aware group coloring for the two-receiver two-file system with deterministic caching when M =
H(W ).
In a conventional correlation-unaware scheme as in [1]–[3], [5], and [6], the cache configurations in (15)
and (17) yield the same average load of 1
2
H(W ). However, the proposed CA-CACM scheme achieves
a lower rate when adopting cache configuration (15), as it provides better references for compression
during the delivery phase.
We numerically compare the performance of the proposed CA-CACM scheme with the lower bound
given in [17], and with the Gray-Wyner based CACM scheme proposed in [15], [17], which uses Gray-
Wyner source coding [21] to jointly compress the files before the caching phase. Fig. 3 displays the
rate-memory trade-off for a 2-DMS with H(W ) = 1 and H(W1|W2) = H(W2|W1) = δ = 0.25, which,
as stated in Theorem 3, performs very close to the lower bound.
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Fig. 3: Rate-memory trade-off for the two-receiver system for files generated according to a 2-DMS with H(W ) = 1 and
δ = 0.25.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We numerically compare the rates achieved by the proposed correlation-aware scheme, CA-CACM,
with respect to the state-of-the-art CACM scheme proposed in [3], which does not consider and exploit
content correlation. The scheme in [3] is a combination of random fractional caching and coded
multicasting, and, as stated in Sec. IV-A, it is equivalent to the proposed CA-CACM when Gδ = 1, and
consequently, when the files are independent.
A. Static Library:
We consider a broadcast caching network with K = 10 receivers requesting files from a static library,
as described in Sec. II. Figs. 4(a) and (b) display the rate-memory trade-off as the memory size varies
for a library with symmetric statistics such that H(W ) = 1, and for δ = 0.1, each file (and consequently
each of its packets) is δ-correlated with Gδ other files. The figures plot the expected achievable rate, in
average number of transmissions normalized to the file size, versus memory size (cache capacity) M ,
normalized to the file size for a library with N = 20 and 90 files. As expected, the correlation-aware
scheme outperforms the scheme that is oblivious to the file correlations.
We observe that the correlation-aware scheme is able to achieve rate reductions that go well beyond the
state of the art correlation-unaware counterpart. The improvement in performance relies on the fact that,
during the delivery phase, the sender compresses the set of requested files into a multicast codeword
composed of content correlated to the requested files in addition to the requested files themselves,
which results in increased coding opportunities. Specifically, the proposed CA-CACM achieves a 1.56×
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(a) Static Setting: K = 10, N = 20, δ = 0.1, and Gδ = 4.
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(b) Static Setting: K = 10, N = 90, δ = 0.1, and Gδ = 6.
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(c) Dynamic Setting: K = 30, N = 1000, δ = 0.3, pi = 0.4.
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(d) DynamicSetting: K = 30, N = 1000, δ = 0.3, pi = 0.6.
Fig. 4: Rate-memory trade-off for a library with: (a), (b) static correlated content, and (c), (d) dynamic correlated content.
reduction in the expected rate compared to the correlation-unaware scheme for a cache capacity equal
to 10% of the library size when N = 20, and when N = 90 there is a 1.7× reduction.
Next, we assume that the receivers are equipped with a cache capacity for storing a percentage of
the library files, and compare the performance of CA-CACM with the correlation-unaware scheme. In
Fig. 5 the schemes are compared for a library with N = 1000 files, while the number of receivers varies
from K = 10 to 50 when each receiver’s cache capacity is 10% of the entire library size. We remark
that the results displayed here correspond to a given system parameter δ, and we do not optimize over
the choice of δ.
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Fig. 5: Rate-memory trade-off in a network with N = 1000, M = 0.1N , δ = 0.1, Gδ = 5 for number of receivers from
10 to 50.
B. Dynamic Library:
We consider a network with dynamically correlated content, as described in Sec. II. Figs. 4(c) and
(d) illustrate the potential of the proposed CA-CACM scheme for exploiting the correlation among the
different versions of the content. The plots are given for a system with K = 30 receivers, N = 1000
files, and a level of correlation of δ = 0.3 among the different versions of a file.
From the plots it is observed that the CA-CACM scheme is significantly superior in utilizing the
cached content to alleviate the load on the shared link compared to the correlation-unaware scheme.
When new versions of files become available at the sender with a probability of pi = 0.4, the CA-CACM
scheme performs 2.8× better compared to the correlation-unaware scheme for a cache size equal to
half the library, and its performance gap becomes 3× when updated versions become available with a
larger probability of pi = 0.6. The CA-CACM scheme is steadily effective in exploring global caching
gains, across all cache capacities, among the files that have not been updated as well as the files for
which a new version is available. However, since the new content has not been prefetched in the receiver
caches, the correlation-unaware scheme falls short from constructing coded messages for delivering the
requested content for which a new version is available, and can only use coding for the files that have
not changed.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have formulated the problem of efficient delivery of dynamic correlated sources
over a broadcast caching network using information-theoretic tools. We have proposed a correlation-
aware scheme in which receivers store content pieces based on their popularity as well as on their
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correlation with the rest of the file library in the caching phase, and receive compressed versions of
the requested files according to the information distributed across the network and their joint statistics
during the delivery phase. The proposed scheme is shown to significantly outperform state of the art
approaches that treat library files as mutually independent content. In addition, when compared with
recent solutions that employ joint file compression before the caching phase, our scheme, by using
individually compressed files in the caching phase and providing on-demand compression during the
delivery phase, can adapt to changes in the content library, yielding superior robustness to system
dynamics, particularly relevant in next generation dynamic content services.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We upper bound the expected rate achieved by the proposed CACM scheme for a given δ, as F,B →
∞, where the group coloring of the augmented graph is done based on the Greedy Group Coloring
(GGC) described in Sec. III-C. Recall that the expected rate achieved by the scheme is the sum of
the coded segment rate resulting from Algorithms 1 and 2, and the uncoded refinement segment rate
that is required for lossless reconstruction of the demands. Once the total rate is quantified, minimizing
over δ results in the right-hand side of (3). This provides an upper bound on the rate achieved with the
Group Coloring based CACM scheme proposed in Sec. III-B, which has NP hard complexity, and in
turn, upper bounds the optimal rate-memory function R∗(M). We prove Theorem 1 following the same
procedure as in [3, Appendix A].
A. Rate Achieved by Algorithm GGC1
1) Coded Segment Rate: For a given packet-level cache configuration C and demand realization
Q, the rate achieved by GGC1 is a function of the total number of colors assigned by Algorithm 1 to
the augmented conflict graph HC,Q, which we denote by J (C,Q). By definition J (C,Q) is the total
number of independent sets selected by the algorithm. Recall that an independent set is a set of vertices
in a graph, no two of which are adjacent.
Let K` ⊆ K ≡ {1, . . . , K} denote a subset of ` receivers. By construction, Algorithm 1 associates to
each subset K` a total number of JC,Q(K`) independent sets of size `, such that for each independent
set I
1) ∀v ∈ I, {µ(v), η(v)} ≡ K`,
2) ∀v ∈ I, @v′ ∈ Gr(v) belonging to an independent set of size larger than `.
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We refer to K` as the receiver label of independent set I. As a result, when considering all possible
receiver labels K` of size ` ∈ {1, . . . , K}, each group in the graph will only be assigned to independent
sets of a given size (i.e., independent sets of different size are not assigned to the same group.). However,
multiple independent sets of the same size can be assigned to one group, in the event of which, we,
uniformly at random, only select one of those sets. We remark that this random selection is done for
analytical evaluation of the number of colors assigned in the augmented conflict graph, and is equivalent
to line (3) in Algorithm 1.
Consequently, in order to quantify J (C,Q), we generate all possible receiver labels, and count
the total number of independent sets associated to each receiver label. A necessary condition for an
independent set to be associated to receiver label K` is that, for any receiver k ∈ K`, there exist a group
Gvr with root node vr ∈ Vr, such that
1) µ(vr) = k, i.e., receiver k is requesting packet ρ(vr).
2) There exists a node v ∈ Gvr , such that η(v) = K` \ {k}, i.e., ρ(v) is cached by all receivers in
K` \ {k}, and not by any other receiver.
3) K` is the largest receiver label across all v ∈ Gvr that satisfies conditions 1 and 2.
Then, for a given C and Q, the number of independent sets selected by the algorithm becomes
J (C,Q) =
K∑
`=1
∑
K`⊆K
JC,Q(K`) (18)
with
JC,Q(K`) = max
k∈K`
∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
1
{
K` is associated to Gvr
}
, (19)
where, for brevity, by “K` is associated to Gvr” we mean that Gvr is assigned to an independent set
associated with receiver label K`. We define the random variable,
Y(K`,Gvr) , 1
{
K` is associated to Gvr
}
.
Enumerating over all receiver labels, the expected number of independent sets assigned by Algorithm 1
is
EC
[
EQ
[
J (C,Q)|C
]]
= EC
[
EQ
[ K∑
`=1
∑
K`⊆K
JC,Q(K`)
∣∣∣C]]
= EC
[
EQ
[ K∑
`=1
∑
K`⊆K
max
k∈K`
∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
∣∣∣C]]
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=
K∑
`=1
∑
K`⊆K
EC
[
EQ
[
max
k∈K`
∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
∣∣∣C]], (20)
where C is the random cache configuration resulting from the random caching scheme with uniform
caching distribution, and Q is the packet-level demand realization resulting from the random i.i.d.
requests with uniform demand distribution.
Based on Lemma 1 given in Appendix B, for a given Gvr and K`, the random variable Y(K`,Gvr)
follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter
λ(`,Gδ) =
Gδ−1∑
g=0
(
Gδ − 1
g
)(
1− M
N
)g(M
N
)Gδ−1−g
ψ(`, g), (21)
where Gδ is the size of group Gvr for any root node vr ∈ Vr, and ψ(`, g) is given in (36). Similar to
[3, Appendix A] it can be shown that for B →∞, we have
max
k∈K`
∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
B(1−M/N)
p→ λ(`,Gδ). (22)
Hence, from (20), as F,B →∞, the expected coded multicast rate is given by
1
B
EC
[
EQ
[
J (C,Q) | C
]]
=
K∑
`=1
(
K
`
)(
1− M
N
)
λ(`,Gδ). (23)
2) Refinement Segment Rate: Additional transmissions are required to enable lossless reconstruction
of the requested packets for which a correlated packet was delivered rather than the packet itself. We
quantify the number of such packets using an approach similar to the multicast rate. From Lemma 1,
when considering receiver label K`, a refinement is required when a virtual node belongs to an
independent set with receiver label K`, and it is selected for transmission rather than the root node.
A necessary condition for one of the virtual nodes to be a candidate for transmission is that at least
one of the corresponding packets not be cached at the receiver requesting the root node. Therefore, the
range of g in Lemma 1 becomes {1, . . . , Gδ−1}. When g ∈ {1, . . . , Gδ−1} of the δ-correlated packets
are not cached at the receiver, a refinement is required only when the root node does not belong to
an independent set with receiver label K`. As explained in Lemma 1, this condition is equivalent to
the root node belonging to an independent set with smaller size, while at least one of the remaining g
virtual nodes constructs K`, which occurs with probability
P̂`
( g∑
t=1
(
g
t
)
(P`)
t (P̂`)
g−t
)
, (24)
with P` and P̂` defined in (40) and (44).
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Recall that when an independent set of size ` is selected by the Algorithm, all the nodes in the
independent set are XORed (coded) together and sent as one transmission over the shared link. By
construction the selected independent set can be composed of virtual nodes rather than the root node,
in the event of which additional uncoded transmissions are delivered for each virtual node that is in the
independent set, each with rate δ. A node belongs to an independent set with receiver label size ` with
probability P`, and it belongs to a set with smaller size with probability P̂`. Therefore, the expected
number of uncoded transmission in an independent set of size ` is
ξ(`) =
∑`
i=1
i
(
`
i
)
(P̂`)
i(P`)
`−i. (25)
Overall, the refinement segment rate is upper bounded by
δ
K∑
`=1
(
K
`
)(
1− M
N
)
ξ(`) ∆λ(`,Gδ), (26)
with
∆λ(`,Gδ) =
Gδ−1∑
g=1
(
Gδ − 1
g
)(
1− M
N
)g(M
N
)Gδ−1−g
∆ψ(`, g), (27)
∆ψ(`, g) ,
g∑
t=1
(
g
t
)
α(`, t) (P`)
t (P̂`)
g+1−t, (28)
and α(`, t) defined as in (37).
B. Rate Achieved by Algorithm GGC2
Algorithm GGC2 executes group coloring by randomly selecting a group in the augmented conflict
graph, and determining the best representative of the group, i.e., the node that results in the highest naive
multicasting gain. In other words, it identifies the (root or virtual) node whose corresponding packet
belongs to the largest number of groups in the graph, where, for ease of exposition, we say packet ρ(v)
belongs to group Gvr if there exists a node v′ ∈ Gvr such that ρ(v) = ρ(v′). Once the representative is
identified, the same color is assigned to all the groups to which the representative packet belongs, and
the group representative is multicasted (by itself) over the shared link. This transmission is sent to deliver
the requested packets corresponding to the root nodes of all colored groups, and additional refinements
are delivered to ensure lossless recovery of the requested packets. The procedure of identifying a
representative from a randomly selected group is repeated until a color has been assigned to all the
groups in the augmented conflict graph.
We upper bound the achievable rate by the rate corresponding to cache capacity M = 0. In this
case, the augmented conflict graph consists of vertices representing all the packets of the requested
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files, and therefore, we can upper bound the rate on the file level rather than on the packet level. Based
on Definition 3, we define the file-level δ-ensemble of W Fn , n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, as the set of files in the
library that are δ-correlated with it, i.e. the set
En ,
{
W Fn′ : H(Wn′ ,Wn) ≤ (1 + δ)H(W ), n′ ∈ {1, . . . , N}
}
. (29)
Due to the symmetry across library files, the size of each file-level δ-ensemble is equal to Gδ. Based
on GGC2, if two requested files are δ-correlated, i.e., each of them is in the file-level δ-ensemble of the
other one, the sender selects one of the files. It mutlicasts the selected file and sends a refinement for
the reconstruction of the one not selected. The normalized expected rate is upper bounded by
ΨS2 (K,N, δ) ≤ E
[
Number of selected distinct requested files
]
+ δ E
[
Number of distinct requests not selected
]
. (30)
In order to upper bound the first term in (30), we determine the number of distinct requested files,
such that none of them belongs to the file-level δ-ensemble of another selected file. Consider file W Fn
for which |En| = Gδ, i.e., it is δ-correlated with Gδ other files. File W Fn will be multicasted over the
shared link if a file from its file-level δ-ensemble is requested, and W Fn is selected as the representative.
Since all the files are equivalent, each file is selected as the representative with probability 1/Gδ. The
probability of requesting a file from δ-ensemble En is
P
(
1
{
A file from En is requested
})
= 1−
(
1− Gδ
N
)K
, (31)
and therefore, for the first term in (30) we have
E
[
Number of selected distinct requested files
]
= E
[ N∑
n=1
1
{
File W Fn is selected as the representative
}]
= E
[ N∑
n=1
1
Gδ
1
{
A file from En is requested
}]
=
N∑
n=1
1
Gδ
(
1−
(
1− Gδ
N
)K)
=
N
Gδ
(
1−
(
1− Gδ
N
)K)
. (32)
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For the second term in (30), we have
E
[
Number of distinct requests not selected
]
= E
[
Number of distinct requests
]
− E
[
Number of selected distinct requested files
]
(a)
= E
[ N∑
n=1
1
{
File W Fn is requested
}]
− N
Gδ
(
1−
(
1− Gδ
N
)K)
= N
(
1−
(
1− 1
N
)K)
− N
Gδ
(
1−
(
1− Gδ
N
)K)
, (33)
where (a) follows from (32). By combing (30)-(33), the rate is upper bounded as
ΨS2 (K,N, δ) ≤(1− δ)
N
Gδ
(
1−
(
1− Gδ
N
)K)
+ δ N
(
1−
(
1− 1
N
)K)
(34)
APPENDIX B
LEMMA 1
Lemma 1. Under the setting of Theorem 1, for any group Gvr and receiver label K`, the random
variable Y(K`,Gvr) = 1
{
K` is associated to Gvr
}
follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter
λ(`,Gδ) =
Gδ−1∑
g=0
(
Gδ − 1
g
)(
1− M
N
)g(M
N
)Gδ−1−g
ψ(`, g), (35)
ψ(`, g) ,
g+1∑
t=1
(
g + 1
t
)
α(`, t) (P`)
t (P̂`)
g+1−t, (36)
α(`, t) ,
min{t, x(`)}∑
d=1
1
d
(
x(`)− 1
d− 1
)( ∑
t1+···+td=t
t!
t1! . . . td!
)
, (37)
Proof: Recall that by K` is associated to Gvr we mean that group Gvr is assigned to an independent
set associated with receiver label K`. Without loss of generality, we illustrate how Gvr is assigned to an
independent set with receiver label K`, by considering Gvr = {v1, . . . , vGδ−1}∪{vr}. Based on Condition
2 in Appendix A, a necessary condition for node v ∈ Gvr to be part of the selected independent set
associated with K` is that packet ρ(v) not be cached at receiver µ(v), i.e., µ(v) /∈ η(v). Then, ρ(v) is
a candidate for transmission for satisfying receiver µ(vr)’s request. Note that by definition root node
vr is not cached at the receiver requesting it, and therefore, it is a candidate for transmission. Let us
assume that only g ∈ {0, . . . , Gδ − 1} nodes among the Gδ − 1 virtual nodes are a candidate for being
transmitted, for example nodes Vg = {v1, . . . , vg}. This means that the packets corresponding to those
g nodes are not cached at receiver µ(vr), while the remaining Gδ − 1− g packets are cached at µ(vr).
This event occurs with probability ∑
Vg⊆Gvr\{vr}
(
1− M
N
)g(M
N
)Gδ−1−g
.
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Group Gvr is assigned to an independent set associated with K`, if among the g + 1 candidate nodes
in {vr,Vg}, there are t ∈ {1, . . . , g + 1} nodes, say Vg,t = {v1, . . . , vt}, such that:
• Any v ∈ Vg,t is part of an independent set of size `, one of which has receiver label K`,
• And, the remaining nodes in the set {vr,Vg} belong to independent sets of size smaller than `.
We denote this event by E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
)
. Then,
λ(`,Gδ) = P
(
1
{
K` is associated to Gvr
}
= 1
)
=
Gδ−1∑
g=0
∑
Vg⊆Gvr\{vr}
(
1− M
N
)g(M
N
)Gδ−1−g g+1∑
t=1
∑
Vg,t⊆{vr,Vg}
P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
. (38)
Among the t nodes in Vg,t, if there are d distinct labels of size `, one of which is receiver label K`,
only one is selected and associated to Gvr . The event that K` is selected, denoted by E(K` is selected),
occurs with probability 1
d
, where d = {1, . . . ,min{t, x(`)}}, and x(`) = (K−1
`−1
)
denotes the total number
of receiver labels of size ` containing receiver µ(vr). In order to compute P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
, we need
to compute the probability of the event that each vi ∈ Vg,t belongs to a specific independent set with
label K(i)` , where the set of receiver labels {K(1)` , . . . ,K(t)` } contains d distinct labels one of which is
K`. We denote this event by E
(
Vg,t, {K(1)` , . . . ,K(t)` }, d
)
, which occurs with probability
P
(
E
(
Vg,t, {K(1)` , . . . ,K(t)` }, d
))
= (P`)
t, (39)
with
P` ,
(
1− M
N
)(K−`)(M
N
)(`−1)
. (40)
Let S`,t,d denote the set of all possible sets {K(1)` , . . . ,K(t)` } containing only d distinct labels. By summing
over S`,t,d
∑
{K(1)` ,...,K
(t)
` }∈S`,t,d
P
(
E
(
Vg,t, {K(1)` , . . . ,K(t)` }, d
))
=
∣∣∣S`,t,d∣∣∣(P`)t,
where ∣∣∣S`,t,d∣∣∣ = ( ∑
t1+···+td=t
t!
t1! t2! . . . td!
)(
x(`)− 1
d− 1
)
. (41)
By definition, probability P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
is given by
P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
=
min{t,x(`)}∑
d=1
∑
{K(1)` ,...,K
(t)
` }∈S`,t,d
P
(
E
(
Vg,t, {K(1)` , . . . ,K(t)` }, d
)
∧ E
(
K` is selected
))
Γ
(
{vr,Vg} \ Vg,t, `
)
,
(42)
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where Γ
(
{vr,Vg}\Vg,t, `
)
is the probability that the nodes in the set {vr,Vg}\Vg,t belong to independent
sets of size smaller than `, which is given by
Γ
(
{vr,Vg} \ Vg,t, `
)
= (P̂`)
g+1−t, (43)
with
P̂` ,
`−1∑
i=1
(
K − 1
i− 1
)
Pi, ` = 2, . . . , K, P̂` = 0 (44)
From (42),
P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
=
min{t,x(`)}∑
d=1
∣∣∣S`,t,d∣∣∣1
d
(P`)
t(P̂`)
g+1−t. (45)
Lemma 1 follows by replacing (45) in (38).
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
As mentioned in Sec. II, during the caching phase, the receivers fill their caches from the original
library, and during the delivery phase, the demands are delivered from an updated library. In the updated
library, a new version of each file becomes available with probability pi. We denote the random number
of updated files available during the delivery phase by N˜ . Then, a random number of the receivers,
denoted by K˜, request a file that has been updated, and the remaining K − K˜ receivers request a files
for which a new version is not available. Since the original library is composed of independent files,
if file n ∈ {1, . . . , N} has not been updated, then the δ-ensemble of its packets are of size one, i.e.,
ΩUn,b = {Wn,b}, and Gδ = 1. The δ-ensemble of the packets of a file that has been updated contains
two packets, ΩUn,b = {Un,b,Wn,b}, and therefore, Gδ = 2.
A. Coded Segment Rate Achieved with GGC1:
We upper bound the rate achieved with Algorithm GGC1, as in Appendix A, by upper bounding the
rate of the coded multicast segment with (20). Then, for a given receiver label of size `, for example
label K`, and a given root node vr in the augmented graph:
• If packet ρ(vr) corresponds to a file that has not been updated, based on Lemma 1 given in Appendix
B, the random variable Y(K`,Gvr) follows a Bernoulli distribution with parameter λ(`, 1) = P`,
with P` given in (40). Similar to [3, Appendix A] it can be shown that for B →∞∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
B(1−M/N)
p→ P` (46)
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• If packet ρ(vr) corresponds to a file that has been updated, then, none of its packets have been
stored in the receiver caches. Therefore, vr can only belong to an independent set of size ` = 1,
i.e., the packet can only be sent by itself. Proceeding as in Lemma 1, for Gvr = {vr, v˜} we have
the following cases.
◦ Case 1: With probability M
N
packet ρ(v˜) is cached at µ(vr). Then g = 0, Vg = ∅, and the
only candidate for transmission is node = vr, which is part of an independent set of size `
with probability P˜` , 1{` = 1}. Given that ρ(v˜) is already cached at µ(vr), as mentioned in
Sec. III-B, packet ρ(v˜) is not included in the multicast codeword. Therefore, this case does not
contribute to the coded segment of the multicast codeword.
◦ Case 2: With probability
(
1 − M
N
)
packet ρ(v˜) is not cached at receiver µ(vr), then, g = 1,
Vg = {v˜}, and both vertices {vr, v˜} are a candidate for transmission. Consequently, group Gvr
is assigned to K` if t of the candidates, for example the set Vg,t, are such that all t nodes are
part of an independent set of size `, one of which is K`, and the other g − t nodes belong to
independent sets of size smaller than `. This event is denoted by E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
)
. Therefore,
- When t = 1 and Vg,t = {vr}: Since with probability one, root node vr belongs to an
independent set with size ` = 1, and v˜ does not belong to an independent set with smaller
size, i.e., P̂` = 0 when ` = 1 (as defined in (44)), then P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
= 0.
- When t = 1 and Vg,t = {v˜}: For any ` > 1, since vr always belongs to an independent set
with smaller size, then P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
= P` 1{` > 1}.
- When t = 2 and Vg,t = {vr, v˜}: the two nodes belong to independent sets with equal size
only when ` = 1, and therefore, P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
= P` 1{` = 1}.
Combining all these events, and from (38), group Gvr is assigned to an independent set associated
with K` with probability
P
(
1
{
K` is associated to Gvr
}
= 1
)
=
1∑
g=0
∑
Vg⊆{v˜}
(
1− M
N
)g(M
N
)1−g g+1∑
t=1
∑
Vg,t⊆{vr,v˜}
P
(
E
(
Vg,Vg,t,K`
))
=
(M
N
)
× 0 +
(
1− M
N
)(
P` 1{` > 1}+ P` 1{` = 1}
)
=
(
1− M
N
)
P`. (47)
There are B root nodes in the augmented conflict graph corresponding to each of the requested
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files that have not been updated. Similar to [3, Appendix A] it can be shown that for B →∞∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
B
p→
(
1− M
N
)
P` (48)
By comparing (46) and (48) it can be seen that
max
k∈K`
∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
B
p→
(
1− M
N
)
P` (49)
Then from (20), it follows that
1
B
EC
[
EQ
[
J (C,Q)|C
]]
=
1
B
K∑
`=1
∑
K`⊆K
EC
[
EQ
[
max
k∈K`
∑
vr∈Vr:
ρ(vr)3Qk
Y(K`,Gvr)
∣∣∣C]],
=
K∑
`=1
(
K
`
)(
1− M
N
)
P`.
B. Refinement Segment Rate Achieved with GGC1:
We upper bound the refinement rate needed for lossless reconstruction, by the number of distinct files
requested by the K˜ receivers from the N˜ updated files. Therefore,
E
[
Ed
[
Number of distinct requests from the updated library
]]
= E
[ N˜∑
n=1
Ed
[
1
{
Updated file UFn is requested
}]]
= E
[
N˜
(
1−
(
1− 1
N˜
)K˜)]
(a)
≤ E
[
E
[
N˜
(
1−
(
1− 1
N˜
)K˜)∣∣∣N˜]]
(b)
≤ E
[
N˜
(
1−
(
1− 1
N˜
)Kpi)]
(c)
≤ Npi
(
1−
(
1− 1
Npi
)Kpi)
,
(50)
where (a) follows by applying the law of total expectation, and (b) and (c) follow by applying Jensen’s
inequality, and since E[K˜] = piK , Kpi and E[N˜ ] = piN , Npi.
The effective group coloring done by Algorithm GGC1 is described as follows. Even though the
updated version of a file is not locally available at any of the receivers, since it is correlated with the
original version that was prefetched, if an updated file is requested, the sender is able to explore coding
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opportunities by: i) using the cached packets to deliver the original version of the file, and ii) then
sending refinements that enable the receiver to recover the most recent version of the requested file. On
the other hand, a strategy that is agnostic to the correlation among the different versions of a file would
deliver the requested content through uncoded transmissions.
C. Rate Achieved with GGC2
As in Appendix A-B, we upper bound the rate achieved with Algorithm GGC2 by computing the
number of distinct requested files, such that none of the files belong to the file-level δ-ensemble of
another file. Given that the sender always delivers the demand from the updated library, then, only UFn
may be requested from the file-level δ-ensemble En = {UFn ,W Fn }. Therefore, the multicast codeword
is composed of a concatenation of all the requested files. As in (30), an upper bound on the rate is
given as
E
[
Number of selected distinct requested files
]
+δ E
[
Number of distinct requests not selected
]
≤ N
(
1−
(
1− 1
N
)K)
. (51)
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
A lower bound on the optimal average rate-memory function for a library with heterogeneous sources
is given in [17]. For the setting considered in Sec. V, H(W1) = H(W2) = H(W ), H(W1,W2) =
(1 + δ)H(W ), and I(W1;W2) = (1− δ)H(W ). Therefore, R∗(M) is lower bounded as
- M ∈
[
0, H(W )
)
,
R∗(M) ≥ 1
2
(
H(W1,W2) +H(W )
)
−M = (1 + δ
2
)H(W )−M,
- M ∈
[
H(W ), H(W1,W2)
)
,
R∗(M) ≥ 1
2
(
H(W1,W2)−M
)
=
1
2
(
(1 + δ)H(W )−M
)
.
- M ∈
[
H(W1,W2), H(W1) +H(W2)
]
,
R∗(M) = 0.
By comparing the achievable rate RA(M), given in (16), with the lower bound we have the following.
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• When M ∈
[
0, H(W )
)
,
RA(M)−R∗(M) ≤
(
1 +
δ
2
)(
H(W )−M
)
+ min
{1
2
, δ
}
M −
(
(1 +
δ
2
)H(W )−M
)
=
1
2
min
{
1− δ, δ
}
M
(a)
≤ 1
2
min
{
1− δ, δ
}
H(W )
=
1
2
min
{
I(W1;W2), H(W1|W2)
}
,
where in (a) the gap is upper bounded using M < H(W ).
• When M ∈
[
H(W ), H(W1,W2)
)
,
RA(M)−R∗(M) ≤ min
{1
2
, δ
}(
2H(W )−M
)
− 1
2
(
(1 + δ)H(W )−M
)
= min
{1− δ
2
,
3δ − 1
2
}
H(W ) + min
{
0,
1− δ
2
M
}
= min
{1− δ
2
,
3δ − 1
2
}
H(W )
≤ 1− δ
2
H(W ) =
1
2
I(W1;W2).
• When M ∈
[
H(W1,W2), 2H(W )
]
,
RA(M)−R∗(M) ≤ min
{1
2
, δ
}(
2H(W )−M
)
(b)
≤ min
{1
2
, δ
}
(1− δ)H(W )
≤ 1− δ
2
H(W ) =
1
2
I(W1;W2),
where in (b) the gap is upper bounded using M ≥ H(W1,W2) = (1 + δ)H(W ).
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